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What Is It?
Lex Machina is the creator of Legal
Analytics, the leading platform for
litigation insights about courts, judges,
lawyers, law firms, and parties. We help
litigators land more clients and win more
cases.

Your Winning Edge for Litigation

When To Use?

What Can I Ask?

• Assess litigation risk

• Which of the four law firms I am considering,
has the fastest time to Summary Judgment?

• Find & manage the best lawyer for your case
• Early case assessment
• Set accurate litigation budgets
• Craft winning litigation strategies

Our Legal Analytics provide practicespecific information on case resolutions,
timing, findings, damages, remedies,
and more. Over 3/4 of AmLaw100 firms,
as well as many of the largest corporations in the world use Lex Machina.

• Who has the most experience and the best
track record for securities cases in the
Southern District of New York?
• How much experience does my opposing
counsel and party have litigating business
liability insurance cases in the Central District
of California?
• How serious is this complaint– do they want a
quick settlement, or will they fight to the end?
• How often has Judge Robert Gary Klausner
awarded Attorney’s Fees in ERISA cases?
• Which law firms have prevailed against
Macy’s in employment harassment cases?

Unique Benefits
• The most accurate and valuable data,
compiled, cleaned, and enhanced by
a combination of automation and inhouse legal experts.

• What are my chances to transfer out of this
court?

• Unique Practice-specific data and tags
that produce valuable strategic insights

• How long will it take to get this case dismissed
and what are the odds of succeeding?

• What is the median time to termination for
employment cases in the Eastern District of
Pennsylvania?

• The highly customizable Case List
Analyzer enables meaningful analysis
of cases like yours.
• Attorney Data Engine fixes many of the
data issues with unreliable legal data,
providing you an accurate picture of a
lawyer’s experience and track record.
• The only Legal Analytics Apps, for
comparing judges, parties, law firms,
creating wining motions, exploring
damages, or expert witnesses.
• It’s also really easy to use, and gets
results with just a few clicks that
otherwise could take days or weeks to
compile.

Practice areas
Case Studies

• The GC of a High Tech company has only one paralegal, but because they
launch a lot of physical products into the market, they face a lot of IP threats.
She said: "Sometimes I need a big bat and sometimes I need a small bat. One
has a much higher price tag than the other. Lex Machina helps me choose the
correct counsel for the circumstances.”
• You are bringing in 4 firms to interview for specific work. They all will have brag
books and say they are the best. What does the data say about their success
rates, their familiarity with your type of case, your judge, your court, your
opponent. How quickly have they achieved success. Add data to the due
diligence process and not just reputation and anecdotal evidence.

Federal:
• Antitrust
• Bankruptcy
• Contracts
• Copyright
• Employment
• ERISA
• Environmental

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Insurance
Patent
Product Liability
Securities
Tax
Trademark
Trade Secret

State:
• Delaware Court of Chancery

